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Tandem cathode for proton exchange membrane
fuel cells
Samira Siahrostami,a Mårten E. Björketun,a Peter Strasser,b Jeﬀ Greeleyc and
Jan Rossmeisl*a
The eﬃciency of proton exchange membrane fuel cells is limited mainly by the oxygen reduction reaction
at the cathode. The large cathodic overpotential is caused by correlations between binding energies of
reaction intermediates in the reduction of oxygen to water. This work introduces a novel tandem cathode
design where the full oxygen reduction, involving four electron-transfer steps, is divided into formation
(equilibrium potential 0.70 V) followed by reduction (equilibrium potential 1.76 V) of hydrogen peroxide.
The two part reactions contain only two electron-transfer steps and one reaction intermediate each, and
they occur on diﬀerent catalyst surfaces. As a result they can be optimized independently and the
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fundamental problem associated with the four-electron catalysis is avoided. A combination of density
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selective materials for both catalysts. Co-porphyrin is recommended for the first step, formation of
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hydrogen peroxide, and three diﬀerent metal oxides – SrTiO3(100), CaTiO3(100) and WO3(100) – are
suggested for the subsequent reduction step.

functional theory calculations and published experimental data is used to identify potentially active and

Introduction
Pt is the best pure metal for catalyzing the oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). Nevertheless, there are several issues limiting the application of Pt-based
PEMFCs. (1) Most importantly, the overpotential of the ORR is
large.1 (2) Consequently, the power obtained per unit mass of Pt is
low. (3) The problem is further exacerbated by Pt scarcity. The global
annual production of Pt corresponds to Pt for only four million fuel
cell cars per year with present-day technology which is at least an
order of magnitude too few.2 This number could be increased if it
was possible to obtain more power per gram of Pt used. Hence, in
recent years great eﬀorts have been devoted to enhancing the activity
of Pt by reducing the energy losses and decreasing the Pt loading.
The four-electron reduction of O2 (O2(g) + 4(H+ + e) 2H2O(l)) involves at least three diﬀerent adsorbed intermediates,
O*, HO* and HOO*:
O2(g) + (H+ + e) + * - HOO*
a
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HOO* + (H+ + e) - H2O(l) + O*

(2)

O* + (H+ + e) - HO*

(3)

HO* + (H+ + e) - H2O(l) + *.

(4)

At high operating potentials, Pt sites are blocked by HO* due
to their strong adsorption.3 A simple ‘‘Sabatier analysis’’, in
which the activity of the catalyst is plotted against the binding
energy of HO*, shows that a 0.1 eV decrease in HO* binding,
compared to Pt, would maximize the activity.1
Alloying with more abundant metals and forming Pt overlayers are the most promising strategies to electronically
perturb the surface Pt atoms, so as to slightly weaken the binding
of HO* and hence allow for a reduction of the Pt loading.2,4–11
To date, the most active ORR catalysts have been reported by
Stamenkovic et al. (Pt3Ni)6 and Greeley et al. (Pt3Y),11 whose
works revealed an order of magnitude improvement over
Pt(111). However, even on these surfaces, the ORR is far from
the zero overpotential limit and the alloys tend to dissolve over
time whereby the increased activity is lost. Unfortunately,
Pt3Y and Pt3Ni appear to be located very close to the top of
the Sabatier volcano, which suggests that state-of-the-art
oxygen reduction catalysts are nearly as active as any electrocatalyst surface can ever become. In other words, there is
probably little hope to find a catalyst surface that will be able
to substantially reduce the overpotential. Moreover, there is no
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obvious candidate to replace Pt in the highly corrosive environment surrounding the cathode.
It has been found that the high overpotential is caused by
linear correlations between the binding energies of the reaction
intermediates.12–15 Because of these correlations it is impossible
to simultaneously obtain perfect binding of all intermediates
along a multi-electron reaction path. The catalytic performance
ends up being a compromise between binding one intermediate
not too weakly and another intermediate not too strongly. The
problem is fundamental since there are universal scaling relationships, which are obeyed on any catalyst surface. As a result of
the universal scaling, the energy diﬀerence between HO* and
HOO* becomes essentially constant 3.2 8 0.2 eV.16 Since it takes
two proton-coupled electron transfer steps to go from HOO* to
HO* (reactions 2 and 3), a potential of at least 3.2 eV/2e = 1.6 V is
needed to complete these reaction steps. However, the thermochemical limit is 1.23 V which means that even the best catalyst
surfaces will have an overpotential of about 1.6  1.2 V = 0.4 V.16
In this paper we suggest a radically new design of the fuel cell
cathode that has the potential to overcome some of the major
problems of the conventional oxygen electrode. It might eliminate
the need for Pt, remove a large part of the overpotential, and exhibit
improved stability. The conceptual idea will be thoroughly
described in the next section. In brief, however, the idea is to
divide the full four-electron transfer ORR (reactions (1)–(4)) into two
two-electron transfer reactions, whose catalysis can then be optimized independently. In order to realize this, the cathode has to
incorporate two distinct, highly selective, electrocatalysts. This
introduces new catalysis-related challenges, which will be discussed
in detail in the subsequent sections. A first attempt to identify
catalysts that meet the new set of criteria will be made based on
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. While rate limitations
not directly related to the catalysis may remain, we believe that the
proposed design represents an innovative idea well worth pursuing.

Reaction (5) evolves hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) halfway
through the ORR and includes only one intermediate, HOO*:
O2(g) + * + (H+ + e) - HOO*

(7)

HOO* + (H+ + e) - H2O2(l) + *

(8)

and reaction (6) is the reduction of H2O2, also proceeding
through one intermediate, HO*:
H2O2(l) + 2*- 2HO*

(9)

2HO* + (H+ + e) - H2O(l) + HO* + *

(10)

HO* + (H+ + e) - H2O(l) + *.

(11)

Reactions (5) and (6) have diﬀerent standard potentials,
0.70 V and 1.76 V, respectively. This means that two distinct,
spatially separated, cathodes are needed (henceforth referred to
as cathode I and II). We call this construction a tandem cathode,
a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 1. The two cathodes in
Fig. 1 are not in direct electronic contact but only linked through
the ion-conducting membrane, which means that a potential
gradient can be formed between them. This system should thus
be able to maintain two diﬀerent (mixed) open circuit voltages
(OCVs) as indicated in the cartoon. We would like to stress that
the proposed design is qualitatively diﬀerent from earlier dual
site designs,18,19 where the two types of active catalytic sites sit
on a common highly conductive substrate.
A positive implication of the diﬀerence in standard potentials
is the extended flexibility in the choice of stable catalyst materials.
At cathode I the potential is lower than the usual 1.23 V, which
means that materials with somewhat lower dissolution potential
than Pt may be considered. Cathode II, on the other hand, works
at a much higher potential where many oxides are stable. Similar
to the anode reaction, the activities of catalyst candidates for
cathode I and cathode II are maximized if they bind the

Tandem cathode – conceptual idea
As discussed in the introduction, the overpotential of the
PEMFC cathode originates from the fact that the ORR is a
four-electron transfer reaction with at least three intermediates
(reactions 1–4) whose interactions with the catalyst have to be
mutually optimized. For a two-electron transfer path such as
the anode reaction (hydrogen oxidation) this problem does not
arise since the reaction passes through only one intermediate
(e.g. H*). The activity of the catalyst can be maximized if it
binds the single intermediate with optimal strength, not too
weakly and not too strongly as expressed by the classical
Sabatier principle.16 Hence if the ORR is divided into two
two-electron reduction reactions, they and the overall reaction
can in principle become as eﬀective as the anode reaction. The
possible set of two-electron transfer reactions is:17
O2(g) + 2(H+ + e) - H2O2(l)

E0 = 0.70 V

(5)

and
H2O2(l) + 2(H+ + e) - 2H2O(l)
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E0 = 1.76 V.

(6)

Fig. 1 Schematics of the PEMFC tandem cathode. The gray rectangle is the
proton exchange membrane (PEM). The black hatched rectangle on the left
represents the anode side while the red and blue crossed rectangles are cathodes
I and II, respectively. The black small square eliminates electrical contact between
cathodes I and II.
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intermediates (HOO* and HO*) with optimal strength. This will
be further explained and quantified in the next section.
The catalysis of the tandem cathode is distinctly diﬀerent
from that of the normal PEM cathode. If the tandem cathode
would be realized it could potentially solve some of the major
problems of traditional cathodes – the high overpotential and
insuﬃcient corrosion stability. In addition, the tandem cathode
design has several other desirable features: (1) H2O2 can be
electrochemically produced using a cheap catalyst.20 (2) It can
be synthesized in small amounts directly at the right place and
right time and be used as fuel for the second cathode. (3) H2O2
is soluble and a powerful oxidizer over the whole pH range,
with high oxidation potential (E0 = 1.76 V).21 (4) The electroreduction of liquid H2O2 at the second cathode takes place at a
solid/liquid interface with a low activation barrier and fast
kinetics.22 However, the tandem cathode also gives rise to some
challenges: H2O2 and its radicals represent a problem for
the membrane, and the concentration of H2O2 needs to be
relatively high to avoid transport limitations at cathode II. It is
also worth mentioning that thermodynamically the potential
one could get out of the two two-electron reactions is exactly the
same as what one can get from the normal four-electron
reaction. The net overpotential of the tandem cathode will be
given by the sum of the individual overpotentials of the twoelectron reactions.
Finally, in this theoretical paper, we will only consider the
catalysis related issues introduced by the tandem cathode.
Problems related to the engineering of the device will not be
discussed.

Results and discussion
To be able to rationally design the catalysts in the tandem
cathode, one first needs an understanding of the elementary
reaction steps involved in the catalytic reactions. At cathode I,
the oxygen reduction can follow either a two-electron path
resulting in hydrogen peroxide formation, the desired product,
or a four-electron path that ends with water.23 A catalyst for
cathode I should thus be eﬃcient at producing H2O2 and at the
same time be able to switch oﬀ both the decomposition
reaction (2H2O2(l) - 2H2O(l) + O2(g)) and the further reduction
to water (H2O2(l) + 2(H+ + e) - 2H2O(l)). For cathode II, on the
other hand, a material that is able to reduce H2O2 to water
and block the oxidation reaction would be a good candidate.
In this section we use DFT simulations complemented
with experimental data to identify catalysts that meet these
necessary criteria – the analysis entails rather detailed mapping
of reaction pathways. The two cathodes are treated separately;
in the first subsection we try to optimize the catalysis of
cathode I and then, in the second subsection, we address the
catalysis of cathode II.

(cf. reactions (7) and (8)). Among all the materials previously
tested and introduced for H2O2 production, only three classes
are found to favor HOO* compared to HO*. The three classes
are: a gold surface with isolated Pd, Pt or Rh guest atoms;33
graphitic materials doped with nitrogen;34,35 and some metalloporphyrins (M-porphyrins).36–40 The common feature of all these
materials is that their active sites are isolated, which prevents
O–O bond breaking.
The Au–Pd alloy system has been extensively studied as
an eﬃcient catalyst for direct H2O2 synthesis.41–46 Recently,
Jirkovsky et al. predicted, by DFT calculations, that Au(111)
alloyed with isolated Pd atoms should be selective and enhance
the electrochemical production of H2O2.33 To confirm the
theoretical predictions and quantify the selectivity, they introduced Au1xPdx nanoalloys with varying Pd content in a fuel
cell cathode. These experiments demonstrated a pronounced
increase in H2O2 formation for alloys with 8% Pd. Supported by
their DFT modeling, they concluded that this low content
corresponds to individual (guest) Pd atoms surrounded by Au
host atoms.33
Some N-doped carbon based materials have also been
shown to catalyze the two-electron pathway to H2O2.34,35 Very
recently, Fellinger et al. reported eﬃcient, cheap and selective
N-doped carbon for electrochemical production of H2O2.20
Heat-treated M-porphyrins supported on activated carbon
are cheap alternatives for electrochemical production of H2O2 at
room temperature.47,48 In particular, several classes of Co-porphyrins
have been introduced for electrochemical H2O2 production in
the fuel cell.49–54 A DFT study of ORR on Co-porphyrin (CoP)
and Co-phthalocyanine (CoPc) reported by Sun et al. shows that
O2 only reduces to H2O2 without further reduction to H2O on
these catalyst surfaces.55
Among the three possible groups of catalysts, we have
considered the M-porphyrins, which are graphitic materials
functionalized with nitrogen and a transition metal (cf. Fig. 2).
The active site of the M-porphyrin consists of the transition
metal surrounded by four nitrogen atoms (cf. Fig. 2). Generally
these materials are selective toward the full four-electron ORR,56
but some of them do promote the desired two-electron pathway.
In order to predict the activity of the catalyst and its selectivity
towards either the two- or the four-electron process, we have
calculated the binding energies of all potential adsorbates

Cathode I
A wide variety of catalyst materials have already been introduced
for H2O2 production in fuel cells.24–32 H2O2 is selectively formed
if and only if one can ensure that HOO* is the only intermediate
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Fig. 2 Graphitic structure, functionalized with nitrogen and a transition metal
atom. Neighboring nitrogen atoms are separated by three carbon atoms. The
unit cell is repeated 2  2 times.
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Possible ORR pathways on M-porphyrin, used as cathode I.

along the ORR pathway (cf. Scheme 1) using DFT. Adsorption
free energies have been obtained by adding entropy and zeropoint energy corrections to the DFT energies.57 Furthermore,
we have accounted for water-induced stabilization of HO* and
HOO*,1 estimated to amount to B0.3 eV per adsorbate.56 In
Fig. 3 we have plotted the free energies of the various ORR
intermediates on the six investigated M-porphyrins (M = Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu) against the corresponding HO* free
energies. Lower values reflect stronger coupling between M and
the adsorbed species. The dashed lines indicate the free energy
levels of O2 and H2O2 at zero potential (4.92 eV and 3.52 eV,
respectively, when considered relative to water). The window
between these two levels (1.40 eV) is the free energy released
when O2 is reduced to H2O2 at zero potential. At a finite
potential, the O2 level will be shifted down 2eU relative to
H2O2 (reaction (5)). If we divide 1.40 eV by 2e, we arrive at
0.70 V, corresponding to the highest potential one could ever
get from cathode I. On such an ideal catalyst the free energy
diagram will be flat (the O2, HOO* and H2O2 levels will be
aligned) at the equilibrium potential. This means that the
HOO* adsorption free energy will be half of the sum of the
O2 and H2O2 free energies i.e. 4.22 eV.
In Scheme 1 we have outlined several ORR pathways that
might be accessible on the M-porphyrin. A is the unwanted

Fig. 3 Free energies at zero potential of diﬀerent intermediates on six late
transition metal (M) porphyrins, plotted against the free energy of HO*. The
thermodynamic O2 and H2O2 free energy levels are indicated as dashed and
dashed-dotted horizontal lines, respectively.
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four-electron pathway and B is the desired two-electron route.
There are at least three criteria that have to be fulfilled in order
for cathode I to eﬀectively perform selective formation of H2O2.
First, as mentioned earlier, the isolated active sites must
mitigate O–O bond dissociation and favor HOO* compared to
HO* + O* (O–M–OH). This is necessary in order to avoid the
four-electron paths (A and C). Second, the active sites should
promote reduction of HOO* to H2O2 (pathway B) during the
second electron-proton transfer step. Therefore, it is crucial to
find a catalyst with additional barriers for reduction of HOO* to
O* + H2O(l) and direct dissociation of H2O2 (pathways D).
Third, the overpotential associated with formation of H2O2
has to be minimized, i.e. the free energy level of the HOO*
intermediate has to be tuned.
The data in Fig. 3 suggest that the oxygen adsorption is strong
on Cr-, Mn- and Fe-porphyrin, which is expected to promote O–O
bond dissociation. This would result in formation of an O–M–OH
intermediate after the first reduction step and then, after three
subsequent proton electron transfer steps, lead to production of
water. The latter part of the reaction could follow either pathway
A, involving formation of HO–M–OH, or pathway C that goes
through an O* + H2O(l) intermediate (cf. Scheme 1).
Fig. 4 shows the free energy diagram (FED) for Fe-porphyrin.
It clearly demonstrates that O–O bond dissociation runs in
parallel with HOO* formation. Although HOO* formation
occurs, the production of H2O2 will be strongly suppressed by
the formation of O* + H2O(l) which is more stable (pathway D).
Even the small amount of H2O2 produced immediately converts
into O* + H2O(l) due to the strong thermodynamic driving
force. The final product would thus always be water instead
of H2O2. This prediction is in agreement with experimental
findings51,58,59 and earlier theoretical results50,55 showing that
the four-electron transfer process plays a dominant role in
Fe-porphyrins. It is important to note that based on the FED
in Fig. 4, the most probable pathway involves Fe + O2(g), HOO*,
O* + H2O(l), HO* + H2O(l) and 2H2O(l), which is in agreement
with the pathway proposed in the literature.60,61
In the case of Ni- and Cu-porphyrin, HOO* adsorption is
weak and hence H2O2 is not formed at the favored potential.
Fig. 3 combined with the FED in Fig. 5 indicates that
Co-porphyrin, as the only candidate, possesses the required
features and hence could be both selective and active. The free
energy of the O–Co–OH intermediate is 0.78 eV above the free
energy of O2, implying that pathway A is naturally avoided
based on purely thermodynamic grounds. Consequently,
Co-porphyrin becomes selective towards HOO* formation
through pathway B. In the second electron–proton transfer
step, HOO* is then reduced to H2O2. The calculated HOO*
binding energy, including the stabilizing eﬀect of the surrounding
water, is 4.23 eV, which positions it almost exactly halfway between
the O2 and H2O2 levels and gives Co-porphyrin a theoretical overpotential of only 0.01 V.
Many experimental and theoretical studies suggest that the
ORR follows a two-electron path, resulting in H2O2 as a final
product, if Co-porphyrin containing meso substituents are used
as catalysts.38,50–55 Hence, we must assume the presence of an
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for transferring H+ + e to the first oxygen is lower. Co-porphyrin
could therefore be both selective and active toward H2O2 production. The stability of Co-porphyrins is known to be an issue, as it is
for almost any non-Pt catalyst.40,62 However, several strategies
such as heat treatment62 and optimizing the membrane electrode
assembly (MEA)40 can be applied to increase the stability of the
Co-porphyrin polymer structure and it could at least be used in a
proof of concept device.

Published on 22 April 2013. Downloaded by University of Calgary on 1/4/2021 9:01:29 PM.

Cathode II

Fig. 4 Free energy diagram for O2 reduction over Fe-porphyrin at zero
potential, including diﬀerent pathways. A and B are four- and two-electron
transfer paths, respectively. Pathways C and D are four-electron transfer paths
passing through O*.

additional barrier that prevents reduction of HOO* to O* + H2O(l).
As can be seen in Fig. 5, the free energy of O* + H2O(l) is 0.45 eV
lower than the free energy of H2O2. The barrier is thus not
captured by pure thermodynamics, but is related to the kinetics.
We believe that this kinetic barrier arises from the diversity of the
chemical environment surrounding the oxygen atoms in HOO*.
One of the oxygen atoms of HOO* binds to the metal in the
porphyrin core while the other oxygen binds to hydrogen and to
the first oxygen. Accordingly, two diﬀerent kinetic barriers exist
for transferring the second (H+ + e) pair to these oxygen atoms.
Addition of H+ + e to the first oxygen results in formation of H2O2
while addition to the second results in unwanted O* + H2O(l).
Based on the experimental results we conclude that the barrier

Fig. 5 Free energy diagram for O2 reduction over Co-porphyrin at zero
potential, including diﬀerent pathways. A and C are four-electron transfer paths
ending with water as a product. Pathway B is the desired two-electron transfer
reaction. Pathway D in Scheme 1 has been omitted as it is considered irrelevant
based on the experimental findings.
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In the proposed design, H2O2 is used as an oxidant at cathode
II. The use of H2O2 as an oxidant is in its early stages, however,
recently, several types of fuel cells relying on this approach have
been tested and reported.52,63–66 Pd-based catalysts demonstrate both activity and selectivity toward H2O2 reduction.22
For example, a thin adlayer of Pt over Pd was used by Kjeang
et al. as the cathode of a membraneless microfluidic fuel cell to
reduce H2O2.63 Adams et al. compared Pd0.25Pt0.75/C with Pd/C,
Pt/C and Pd0.5Pt0.5/C and found that it is more active toward
H2O2 reduction.67 Direct borohydride–hydrogen peroxide fuel
cells (DBHPFCs) are based on BH4 oxidation at the anode and
H2O2 reduction at the cathode in alkaline solution. Several
catalysts have been tested and introduced for H2O2 reduction in
the DBHPFC.68–73 Among the suggested cathode catalysts, Pd,68
MnO272 and Pd–Ir electrodeposited on Ni foam74 have exhibited
high activities.
When trying to reduce H2O2, the main challenge is to prevent
oxidation to O2 (H2O2(l) - O2(g) + 2(H+ + e)) while at the same
time promoting reduction to H2O (H2O2(l) + 2(H+ + e) - 2H2O(l)).
The sum of the oxidation and reduction reactions results in
decomposition of H2O2 and hence zero net current. In order to
avoid the oxidation reaction, a number of constraints have to be
imposed on the catalyst. In the following we will first study the
reaction diagram for H2O2 (Scheme 2). This will give us a
general idea of what has to be fulfilled. Then we will look at
each constraint in detail and see what they mean in terms of
binding of diﬀerent reaction intermediates.
Scheme 2 displays the reaction paths including intermediates
that might be involved on cathode II. Pathway A0 is the desired
electrochemical reduction of H2O2 to H2O. This reaction might be
suppressed by the competing reaction paths B0 , C0 and E0 . In the
first step, H2O2 might dissociate to O* and H2O (path C0 ) or oxidize,
to HOO* + H+ + e (path B0 ). If the latter happens, there is still a
chance that HOO* could be converted to 2HO* via channel D0 which

Scheme 2 Possible pathways on the surface of cathode II. Asterisks refer to
active sites on the catalyst surface.
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would bring the reaction back to A 0 . Pathway A 0 could however
be disrupted once again, this time by E 0 , which passes through
2O* before finally reaching O2 + 2* after O* association.
In order for the reaction to proceed along the desired route,
pathway A 0 , the side reactions, especially the irreversible ones,
must be avoided. To steer the reaction in the right direction,
the catalyst should first of all be eﬃcient at cleaving the
HO–OH bond in H2O2(l) so as to ensure formation of the
2HO* intermediate. Furthermore, it should suppress the O*
formation and subsequent O* association (paths C 0 and E 0 , and
further down path B 0 ). This requires weak binding of O*.
Finally, we also want to minimize the overpotential associated
with the reduction reaction. The overpotential is governed by
the binding of OH to the catalyst surface so controlling the
overpotential is a matter of tuning the free energy of HO*. The
overpotential will be zero if the free energy diagram is totally
flat at the equilibrium potential. The 2HO* and H2O2 levels will
shift the same amount in response to a change in potential
since the first step along A 0 is a chemical reaction step and the
two levels thus contain an equal number of electrons. The HO*
level contains only half the number of electrons and the shift
will therefore be half as big. As a result, an HO* adsorption free
energy of 1.76 eV, when calculated at zero potential and relative
to liquid water, will give zero overpotential.
Unfortunately, the catalysts mentioned in the beginning of
this subsection all exhibit some oxidation and therefore at least
partial decomposition of H2O2. In other words, the condition of
weak O* binding is not satisfactorily met. If one would succeed in
blocking the O* formation, the unfavorable reactions (H2O2(l) H2O(l) + O*, HO* - O* + H+ + e, HOO* - HO* + O*, and 2O* O2(g) + 2*) would be switched oﬀ and the selectivity toward 2HO*
and eventually formation of H2O2 would increase.
Recent calculations performed on a wide range of metal oxides
including rutile, perovskite, spinel, rock salt, and bixbyite oxide
surfaces57,74 show that many metal oxides bind oxygen weakly. The
high potential of cathode II, on the other hand, allows us to choose
metal oxides since they are stable at high potentials. Another
advantage of such oxides is that any eﬀects of additional barriers
to split the HO–OH bond would be negligible.75 A key question is
how weakly the O* must adsorb on the oxide surface in order to
prevent the unwanted side reactions. It is also necessary to specify
an optimal binding energy for HO*, which first of all makes
sure the reaction passes through 2HO* and then minimizes the
overpotential (maximizes the activity) of cathode II under that
constraint. By comparing
H2O2 + 2(H+ + e) - 2HO* + 2(H+ + e) - 2H2O,

arrives at the following relation for the free energy levels of
H2O2, HO* and O*:
2DGO*  4eU > DGH2O2  2eU Z 2DGHO*  2eU > 0
(14)
or alternatively,
2DGO*  2eU > 3.52 eV Z 2DGHO* > 0
which can be simplified to
DGO*  eU > 1.76 eV Z DGHO* > 0.

(15)

Relation (15) specifies the sought for optimal free energies
of HO* and O*, and it shows that the metal oxide should
simultaneously meet the following two conditions: first, the
HO* free energy should be less than 1.76 eV and at the same time
in order to minimize the overpotential and thereby maximize the
activity it must be very close to 1.76 eV. Second, the O* free energy
should exceed the H2O2 free energy level (3.52 eV) at the equilibrium potential. If this is fulfilled at the equilibrium potential it is
automatically fulfilled at any lower potential. By applying these
two conditions the unwanted reactions resulting in oxidation are
avoided and the selectivity is increased.
Considering the condition of weak O* binding, one could
pick oxides on the right hand side of the volcano plot (low
coverage regime) presented in ref. 74. Fig. 6 shows the O* free
energy of these oxides, along with that of WO3 and two more
stable perovskites (BaTiO3, CaTiO3),76 as a function of the HO*
free energy. Blue and black dashed lines indicate the free
energies of H2O2 and HO* species, respectively. The free energy
window between these two lines is the favorable free energy
region for 2HO*. The solid red and black lines are the HO* and
O* free energies. The distance between the black dashed line
and the red volcano curve gives the overpotential for H2O2
reduction as a function of HO* free energy. At least three

(12)

the desired reduction route and
H2O2 + 2(H+ + e) - 2O* + 4(H+ + e) - O2 + 4(H+ + e),
(13)
the unwanted oxidation of H2O2, one can obtain more quantitative numbers for the two free energies. By shifting each level
by neU, where n is the number of electrons that each level
needs to produce water and U is the electrode potential, one
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Fig. 6 O* and HO* free energies vs. HO* free energy for metal oxides in the low
coverage regime; some data are adapted from ref. 74. The red dotted area
specifies the volcano for HO*. The lowest allowed free energy of O* at the
equilibrium potential is given by the blue dashed line and the highest allowed
free energy of HO* is indicated by the black dashed line.
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diﬀerent categories of metal oxides can be identified in Fig. 6.
They will be discussed below.
Metal oxides on the right side of the volcano have both high
HO* and O* free energies (DGHO* > 1.76 eV and DGO* > 3.52 eV).
This is inconsistent with the first condition but meets the
second. For example, TiO2 exhibits weak oxygen binding (4.61 eV)
and thus fulfills the second condition. However, its HO* free energy
(2.08 eV) is incompatible with the first. Metal oxides in this category
are located far from the top of the volcano, implying huge
overpotentials. If they would be used as catalysts, the H2O2
reduction would proceed extremely slowly.
Oxides on the left side, on the other hand, satisfy the first
but not the second condition (RuO2, for instance, binds oxygen
only a little too weakly (2.38 eV) while it binds HO* strongly
(0.95 eV)). As a consequence, the H2O2 - H2O + O* and HO* O* + H+ + e reactions might proceed in parallel with, and
compete with, H2O2- 2HO*. The simultaneous formation of
O* and HO* species complicates the catalysis by making more
than one intermediate available.
Five metal oxides in the middle are located at, or very close
to, the top of the volcano. PtO2 and LaNiO3 have HO* free
energies that place them close to the top of the volcano (1.49 eV
and 1.50 eV, respectively), but their O* free energies are not
satisfactory (DGO* = 3.27 eV for PtO2 and DGO* = 3.11 eV for
LaNiO3). They thus suﬀer from basically the same limitations as
the metal oxides in the second category. We are now left with
three candidates, encircled by a green ellipsoid, that do fulfill
both conditions; SrTiO3 (DGHO* = 1.57 eV, DGO* = 3.92 eV),
CaTiO3 (DGHO* = 1.63 eV, DGO* = 3.98 eV) and WO3(100) (DGHO* =
1.70 eV, DGO* = 3.82 eV). The first two, SrTiO3 and CaTiO3, are
cubic perovskites whereas WO3 has a monoclinic structure.
These oxides are expected to exhibit the smallest overpotentials
for reaction (6), and the HO* free energies are at the same time
located exactly in the window of permitted energies for this
reaction. We thus suggest these three candidates for cathode II;
they should be able to selectively reduce H2O2 to H2O. Among
these, SrTiO3 and CaTiO3 are attractive due to their satisfactory
stability in severe environments.77 Although they lack intrinsic
electronic conductivity due to their wide band gaps, there
are several strategies that could potentially give suﬃcient
n-type conductivity:78–80 immobilizing very thin films of the
perovskites on conductive substrates, doping with suitable
donor impurities that do not impede the ionic mobility, and
making the perovskites non-stoichiometric or mixing them
with conductive non-carbon materials like fluorine-doped
SnO2 are some possibilities.

Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a new PEM fuel cell (PEMFC)
design, the main purpose of which is to overcome fundamental
problems associated with the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)
at the cathode, in particular the large overpotential. We have
named it tandem cathode PEMFC since the usual monolithic
cathode has been replaced by two cathodes working in series.
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On a monolithic cathode, the ORR proceeds through four
electron-transfer steps, passing three surface intermediates on
its way from O2 to H2O. The binding energies of the surface
intermediates obey universal scaling relationships and as a
result they cannot be changed independent of each other.
These correlations place a physical limitation on how small
the overpotential can be made. In the new design, however, the
ORR is separated into two distinct two-electron processes
with only one intermediate each. Moreover, the two reactions
occur on diﬀerent, spatially separated, cathodes and they have
diﬀerent standard potentials. This removes the limitation
caused by correlations among multiple intermediates.
On the first cathode, O2 is supposed to reduce to H2O2 and
the reaction should proceed through HOO*. On the second
cathode we instead want to reduce H2O2 to H2O and the
reaction should proceed through HO*. The main challenges
for the cathodes are to selectively form the desired intermediate
and thus block unfavorable competing reactions, and to minimize
the overpotential by tuning the binding energy of the intermediate.
More specifically, HO* formation and further reduction to H2O
should be avoided on the first cathode (cathode I) and O*
formation and oxidation to O2 should be avoided on the second
cathode (cathode II). Using water as a reference, the optimum free
energies are 4.22 eV for HOO* on the first cathode and 1.76 eV for
HO* on the second cathode.
Guided by the above specifications, we have used DFT
calculations to identify selective catalysts with limited overpotentials for each cathode. We suggest Co-porphyrin for
cathode I and three diﬀerent metal oxides – SrTiO3(100),
CaTiO3(100) and WO3(100) – for cathode II.
Finally, we would like to stress that the design proposed in
this work should be rather generally applicable. A tandem
approach could in principle be used to enhance the eﬃciency
and selectivity of any reaction involving multiple electrontransfer steps. For instance, reduction of CO2 to methane,
methanol, or higher order hydrocarbons could probably benefit
from a similar approach.

Computational details
The electronic structure calculations were performed using
GPAW, a DFT code based on the projector-augmented wave (all
electron, frozen core approximation) method.81 The simulations
were handled using the ASE package.82 The RPBE exchange–
correlation functional83 was used in all calculations.
Three diﬀerent types of systems – M-porphyrins, perovskite
oxides and monoclinic WO3(100) – were modeled. The M-porphyrins
were represented by periodic images of the sheets shown in Fig. 2,
separated by 14 Å of vacuum in the z-direction. The spin-polarized
calculations were performed and the Brillouin zone was sampled
with a (3  3  1) Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid. The whole
system was allowed to relax. The perovskites were confined to
the cubic structure. Their surfaces were modeled by periodically
repeated, 2  2 unit cells wide and 2 unit cells thick, slabs. The
two top layers were allowed to relax. Periodic images were
separated by 20 Å of vacuum in the direction perpendicular
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to the surface. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a (4  4  1)
Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid. The WO3(100) surface was modeled
by a 2  2 unit cell wide and 3 unit cells thick slab, and the two
top layers were allowed to relax. This time periodic images were
separated by 30 Å of vacuum in the direction perpendicular to the
surface. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a (3  3  1)
Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid.
All geometric optimizations were carried out using the
quasi-Newton minimization scheme and the calculations
were considered converged when the residual forces were less
than 0.05 eV Å1. In all calculations, the grid spacing was set
to h = 0.18 Å as a tradeoﬀ between computational eﬃciency
and accuracy.
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